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2020 4-H District Club Day Results for Republic County 4-Hers

Members from the River Valley Extension District 4-H Clubs attended District 4-H Club held Saturday, February 22, 2020 at Republic County Jr./Sr. High School in Belleville.

The following results are for Republic County 4-H Clubs (Discovery – DSY; Eager Beavers – EB; Merry Meadowlarks – MML; Novy Munden – NM; Pathfinders - PF; Republic Pioneers – RP; and Sherdahl Boosters – SB;)

Sr. Gavel Games:
   Top Purple: Sherdahl Boosters Team #1
   Blue: Sherdahl Boosters Team #2

Jr. Gavel Games:
   Blue: Novy Munden; Sherdahl Boosters

Jr. Readings:
   Top Purple: Owen Russell (EB)
   Red: Trigg Marston (MML)

Public Speaking:
   Top Purple: Hayley Piroutek (DSY)
   1st Alt Top Purple: Ella Pachta (NM)
   3rd Alt Top Purple: Kirsten Morgan (SB)
   Red: Jaren Aurand (SB)

Instrumental:
   Blue: Traven & Triniti Allen, Dakota Clausen-Peters, Kash Henke, Tallyn Melton (MML) & Kennison Isaacson (SB) Ensemble; Avery Stindt (RP)
   Red: Korey Nutsch (NM); Katrina & Kiersten Ball (PF)
   White: Meg White (SB)

Vocal Music:
   Top Purple: Discovery Chorus; Sherdahl Boosters Chorus; Emma Hubert, (RP)
   Blue: Katrina Ball, (PF)
   Red: Natalie Boyer, (NM) & Tristan Allen, Kadence Henke, Trey Melton, Camryn Reynolds Ensemble (MML)

Dance:
   Top Purple: Eager Beavers; Brinna Stephens (NM)

Piano Solos:
   Alternate Top Purple: Hayley Piroute (DSY)
   Blue: Triniti Allen (MML); Brady Childs (RP); Ellyn Feight (NM); Tallyn Melton (MML)

Show & Share:
   Participation: Campbell Brzon (DSY); Demarcus Dyke (PF); Layluh Dyke (PF); Brooklyn Horner (PF); Embrriana Horner (PF); Jacob Pachta (NM); Paul Pachta (NM); Eli Sinn (NM); Avery Spilker (MML),

Jr. Demonstration/Illustrated Talk:
   Top Purple: Matayah Martinez (NM); Elly Williams (DSY)
2nd Alternate Top Purple: Emma Strnad (EB)
Blue: Ezra Benne (SB); Taylor Peters (NM); Cheyenne Pierson (DSY);
Red: Lanee Bray (SB); Trevon Peters (NM); Kohlee White (SB)

Sr. Demonstration/Illustrated Talk:
Top Purple: Reese Douglas (EB)
2nd Alt. Top Purple: Kaylee Bray (SB); Chesnie Dickinson (EB)
Blue: Josiah Field (RP); Kadence Henke (MML); Zachary Piroutek (DSY); Sherice Frasier (RP); Red: Ethan Benne (SB); Natalee Bray (SB); Kiahlyn Kussman, (RP)
White: Elijah Field (RP)

Project Talks:
Top Purple: Ellyn Feight (NM); Kash Henke (MML); Aden Morris (DSY); Ethan Sinn (NM)
1st Alt Purple: Trent Gardner (DSY)
Blue: Brandt Carlgren (EB); Ruth Feight (NM); Carsyn Frasier (RP); Kiplee Kussman (RP); Rilee White (RP)

New This Year for 16 years old or older:
AIR Contest (Application, Interview, Resume)
1st: Hayley Piroutek (DSY)
2nd: Blake Aurand (RP)
3rd: Jessica Jensen (EB)
4th: Ethan Benne (SB)
Blue: Cajsa Carlgren (EB)

Eligible Top Purple placings may participate in the Regional 4-H Club Day to be held March 28, 2020 at the Clay Center Community High School, 1630 9th Street, Clay Center.
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